Institute/Center for Mobile Propulsion

Follow the expressway A4 and A44, take the exit Aachen-Laurensberg (2)
- Turn to your right towards Kohlscheider Straße (L232)
- Keep to the right towards Toledoring (L260) in direction Maastricht, University Hospital, RWTH Melaten
- Turn to your right towards (turn off lane in the tunnel) RWTH Melaten
- The traffic circle take the second exit and turn to the right onto Forckenbeckstraße, VKA/CMP building on the right

Fuel Design Center:

Follow the expressway A4 and A44, take the exit Aachen-Laurensberg (2)
- Turn to your right towards Kohlscheider Straße (L232)
- Keep to the right towards Toledoring (L260) in direction Maastricht, University Hospital, RWTH Melaten
- Turn to your right towards (turn off lane in the tunnel) RWTH Melaten
- Drive into the traffic circle and take the third exit: Seffenter Weg
- After the railway bridge turn to your right into the Geschwister-Scholl Straße
- Turn to your left into the Schinkelstraße 8

Navigation: With the input Aachen Schinkelstraße 8 most of the navigation system will direct you from von Cologne/Düsseldorf via A 544 to Europaplatz and through the city.

At the VKA there are only some possibilities to park for visitors. On this matter please contact the office directly (3rd floor, room 307) or by mobile +49 241 / 80 96200; The parking spaces will be unlocked.
Drive to VKA/Chassis Dynamometer/CMP
Forckenbeckstraße 4, Aachen

VKA/Chassis Dynamometer/Center for Mobile Propulsion

Follow the expressway A4 und A44
Take the Exit Aachen-Laurensberg (2)
- Turn to your right towards Kohlscheider Straße (L232)
- Keep to the right towards Toledoring (L260) in direction Maastricht, University Hospital, RWTH Melaten
- Turn to your right towards (turn off lane in the tunnel) RWTH Melaten
- in the traffic circle take the second exit and turn to the right onto Forckenbeckstraße, VKA/CMP building on the right

Parking at the RWTH is only possible with parking pass.

At the VKA are some possibilities to park for visitors. On this matter please register at the reception lobby on the ground floor or by mobile +49241 80-48010 or -48011.
Parking at the RWTH only possible with parking pass

At the VKA there are only some possibilities to park for visitors. On this matter please contact the office directly (3rd floor, room 307) or by mobile +49 241 / 80 96200; The parking spaces will be unlocked.